Elegant 007

Prix
Constructeur
Année
Poutre
Vacanciers
Vitesse de croisière

€ 525,000
2005
12m
30
14 kts

Ref
Type de bien
Longueur
Équipage
Cabines
Consommation de
carburant

YV15
Megayacht
72m
31
15
750.00 litres/hr

In length of 72.40m yacht RM ELEGANT is ranked amongst the most elite charter yachts, in a dynamic, futuristic and
unmistakable proﬁle.
RM ELEGANT oﬀers accommodation for up to 30 guests in 15 Suites with en suite facilities, 13 of these Suites converted to
Kings or Twins.
With a capacity for 100 guests while at anchor and 150 guests when berthed she is undoubtedly and exceptional venue! The
RM Elegant is the perfect setting for a special occasion. Few charters occur without a party on board be this a birthday or
some other special event. Many famous singers and bands are now regular entertainers. From MIPIM to the Grand Prix our
attention to detail will ensure that your corporate event will be the talk of the show whether this is a one night event or a
continuous stream of lunches, dinners and cocktails. Launching a ﬁlm or product, raising money for charity the exclusivity of
the RM Elegant lends you the prestige often required. Of course, upon a special license issuance, the yacht may facilitate
over 30 guests for a coastal cruising.
RM ELEGANT is a great yacht with an extensive range of entertainment capabilities and water toys, in commands of a highly
qualiﬁed Master and crew (31 members).
The yacht is capable of cruising in the Mediterranean and worldwide destinations in grace, safety and excellent performance.

Classed as a "Passenger Vessel", is complying with SOLAS (category: "Passenger Ship") and USCG, as well as USPH
regulations, making her unique in a worldwide cruising. The yacht is lying in Cap Ferrat during summer and in St.Marteen
during winter.
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